Spirituality in Area
Money Discussions
Task Force Presentation
2017 World Service Conference
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Background:
For many years, the World Service Conference has been discussing topics via a
spiritually-based approach to more effectively communicate information to the
membership. At the 2015 World Service Conference, there was a presentation “Thought
Force: Create Strategies to Show the Importance of Abundance and Spirituality in
Money Discussions.” As a result, Conference members requested a workshop or skit
that could be presented to their Areas on the spiritual principles in financial matters and
discussions.

Charge:
Review the barriers and strategies described in the handout and PowerPoint
from the 2015 World Service Conference presentation created by the “Thought Force:
Create Strategies to Show the Importance of Abundance and Spirituality in Money
Discussions” and develop a presentation for an Area Assembly that incorporates
spiritual principles (e.g. gratitude, abundance, etc.) in financial matters and discussions.
Incorporate realistic financial situations that would aid members in relating to the
financial discussion.
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Presentation:
 Chairperson (Mike) will welcome members of the Conference to the presentation
of the Task Force and give the name of the Task Force; then go on to introduce
the absent members of the Task Force.
JINKIE
ANGELA
MICHELE
LIESEL
Lourdes

REDDEN
ANGELLOZ
RAIMONDO
BROOKS
Coello (Honorary Guest Member)

Arkansas
Louisiana
New York South
Alaska
MEXICO

54
54
54
54

Members present will introduce themselves.
 Member (?) will give the Background and the Charge:
Background: For many years, the World Service Conference has been
discussing topics via a spiritually-based approach to more effectively
communicate information to the membership. At the 2015 World Service
Conference, there was a presentation “Thought Force: Create Strategies to
Show the Importance of Abundance and Spirituality in Money Discussions.” As a
result, Conference members requested a workshop or skit that could be
presented to their Areas on the spiritual principles in financial matters and
discussions.
Charge: Review the barriers and strategies described in the handout and
PowerPoint from the 2015 World Service Conference presentation created by the
“Thought Force: Create Strategies to Show the Importance of Abundance and
Spirituality in Money Discussions” and develop a presentation for an Area
Assembly that incorporates spiritual principles (e.g. gratitude, abundance, etc.) in
financial matters and discussions. Incorporate realistic financial situations that
would aid members in relating to the financial discussion.
 Segue into Skit – Mike will comment:
In our first meeting at the World Service Conference last year, our Treasurer of
the Board of Trustees made a comment that I found very profound and has stuck
with me ever since.
 Jennie will briefly talk about “Money as a Tool – Not as an Emotion”.
We have often seen a lot of emotion when discussing financial matters. For some
of us, money defines us and measures our worth. For others, it brings fears of
scarcity and manipulation. In fact, money is just a tool, a means to realize our
dreams and to help fulfill our potential as we are guided by our Higher Power.
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 Member (?) will say:
Our concern was not centered on how to inspire people to give more freely or in
larger amounts, but rather to think and talk about financial matters in perhaps a
different way, a way that includes these spiritual principles that we hear so much
about. Bringing in ideas about gratitude, unity and abundance may strengthen
our connection to our worldwide fellowship and extend to the Twelfth-Step work
we all find so important.
 Members (All) will present the “Woeful/Hopeful” Skit – Synopsis of skit:
Cast Members (9): Narrator – (?), Fear Woeful Chair – (?), Scarcity Woeful #1 –
(?), Trustless Woeful #2 – (?), Purposeless Woeful #3 – (?), Faith Hopeful Chair
– (?), Abundance Hopeful #1 – (?), Responsibility Hopeful #2 – (?), Gratitude
Hopeful #3 – (?)
Narrator (?):
The scene depicts two AWSC budget meetings taking place; one is a woefully
dis-spirited, fear-based group; the other is more hopeful and is well-grounded in
Al-Anon’s spiritual principles. As the discussion goes on, the Woeful group looks
more and more glum (putting on paper chains and slumping lower as the
negativity goes on). Each Woeful member has a sign.

Fear Woeful Chair: (Deep sigh, head low) Okay, I guess we better start this meeting to discuss the
Area's budget for the upcoming year. Not sure why we bother – we never seem to have enough
money to do anything!
Fear Woeful Chair: So let's just get this over and done with; everyone hates talking about money.
(Puts on chain)

Scarcity Woeful AWSC member #1: Budgets are such a downer! When I think of the word budget,
I think of "Can't! Can't! Can't!" (Puts on chain)

Trustless Woeful AWSC member #2: Well, we managed to have enough this past year to barely
cover our Area trusted servants in their work, but we didn’t have much left over to launch the public
outreach project we talked about.
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Purposeless Woeful AWSC member #3: Yeah, it was a struggle to stretch our resources. I don’t
know if our groups and Districts will be able to step up again to fully fund the upcoming year's
budget. I don’t even want to ask. (Puts on chain)
Scarcity Woeful AWSC member #1: I think we’ll have to cut the budget for this coming year, or the
groups and Districts in our Area really won’t want to support it. There's never enough money to go
around.
Trustless Woeful AWSC member #2 I agree with tightening our belts. We need to do more with less.
Our job is to prove to the membership that we can get by with less and that we understand that this
disease leaves us devastated and unable to do much. (Puts on chains)
Purposeless Woeful AWSC member #3: You know, last Assembly we discussed budgeting for Past
Delegates to attend Area Assembly to help with public outreach. How would we ever fund their
expenses and still have money for a public outreach project?

Scarcity Woeful AWSC member #1: (Gasp!) We can't spend that money! We don't know if the
groups and Districts will ever contribute another dime! (More chains)
Trustless Woeful AWSC member #2: Back to cutting back... We probably should stop having snacks
at the Assembly. That shows a real lack of understanding for the lives of our members. In addition,
we could save at least $50 by staying at the Sketchy Hills Campground in the next town—where we
bring our own sleeping bags and towels. (Chains)
Fear Woeful Chair: (With a deep sigh and negative tone) Ok, now the Treasurer says we have to
talk again about curtailing our spending until we come to a decision about our Reserve. 'Because
you know that rainy day is just around the corner!
Hey, look at this handout that was in the Treasurer’s box. It looks like it says something about
Spirituality in Area Financial Discussions. It says it’s from the 2017 World Service Conference Task
Force Presentation on Spirituality in Area Money Discussions.
 Segue into Workshop – Member (Julie?) At the end of the Woeful Group’s
meeting, one member, while cleaning out the group’s literature box, discovered,
at the bottom of the box, a copy of the Spirituality in Area Finances handout from
the 2017 World Service Conference.
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 This handout is a tool that can be used to help stimulate discussion of the
spiritual principles associated with discussions of finances. There are numerous
ways this handout can be used. You will be given the opportunity to try one
method.
This handout looks at some of the spiritual principles associated with Area finances. We
have also included several questions designed to help you supplement the information
provided by the task force. You can develop additional discussion questions to help
address issues specific to your Area. This information is helpful for new Group
Representatives coming to Area Assembly for the first time as well as seasoned
members for whom financial discussions cause a degree of distress. This handout can
help transition discussions from being woeful to being hopeful.
It is now time for you to take a closer look at this handout.
Will Row 1 turn to face Row 2; and Row 3 turn to face Row 4; Row 5 face Row 6?
Large groups can divide into smaller groups. It is not necessary that groups all be of the
same size.
Members of the task force will be assigning a question to start your discussion. You will
have 10-minutes to discuss this and any other questions you get to.
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 Segue back into Skit – Member (?) At the end of the discussion period, the
Task Force Chairperson will get the attention of the conference.
You have now had a few minutes to start thinking about area finances in a
spiritual manner. Now, let’s see how the Hopeful Group conducts their budget
meeting.
 Members (all) will present the “Hopeful” portion of the skit:
Narrator says, “Let’s rejoin this Area World Service Committee meeting after
they’ve read the material and participated in the workshop.
The Hopeful group becomes brighter and brighter, more and more positive
(putting on hats with rays of sunshine). By the end of the discussions, members
of the Woeful group are shedding their chains, moving over to the Hopeful group,
attracted by the healthy, spiritual nature of the discussion.

Faith Hopeful AWSC Chair: Let’s open this meeting with a moment of silence followed
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by the Serenity Prayer. [Everyone say the Serenity Prayer]
Faith Hopeful AWSC Chair: Let's begin our discussion of our Area's budget with the
spiritual principles we want to keep in mind as we go, like abundance & gratitude...
(Puts on sunshine hat) (Members chime in with more, putting on sashes with spiritual
principles written on them)
Abundance Hopeful AWSC Member #1: Trust & Generosity;
Responsibility Hopeful AWSC Member #2: Responsibility & Mutual Respect;
Gratitude Hopeful AWSC Member #3: Our Common Goals & Working Together (Unity).
Abundance Hopeful AWSC member #1: I remember our Delegate coming back from
the World Service Conference and saying that a budget is just a plan for making our
dreams come true. Our Area can dream big! (Puts on sunshine hat)
Responsibility Hopeful AWSC member #2: I’m really impressed that we could support
our trusted servants in their work and get started on our Area’s public outreach Dream
Project. Maybe we can make our dream even bigger this next year!!
Gratitude Hopeful AWSC member #3: I think the groups and Districts in our Area are
really starting to understand responsibility and what it means to be self-supporting;
thanks to some of the information brought back by our Delegate and the work he/she
did at the Conference. I think we're all starting to link up abundance, gratitude and
responsibility. (Puts on sunshine hat)
Faith Hopeful AWSC Chair: The groups and Districts have trusted us to put their
contributions to good use, doing the business of Al-Anon to both maintain our
representation at the World Service Conference and fulfill our primary purpose: Helping
families and friends of alcoholics.
Let’s ask the Area Assembly to think of some projects that can further our Twelfth-Step
work. I believe that when our members see it as "gratitude in action," they will continue
to step up. We all want to spread the message of hope, don’t we? Isn’t that what we’re
here for?
Responsibility Hopeful AWSC member #2: An Area project is a great idea! We need to
remember our primary purpose. I need to remember where I came from and how much
my life has changed for the better since practicing these principles and getting involved
in service. I want to show my appreciation and give hope to others that everything in our
lives benefits from recovery – even financial matters. (Puts on sunshine hat)
Gratitude Hopeful AWSC member #3: I recall, a Past Delegate sat on the Public
Outreach Committee at the WSO as part of her service as Delegate last term. I'll bet
she'd have some great suggestions on the Area’s public outreach campaign. We sure
are missing out on some wonderful experience, strength and hope when she's unable to
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join us.
Abundance Hopeful AWSC member #1: Well, then why don't we budget to cover her
expenses and suggest the Assembly ask her to work with our new Area Public
Outreach Coordinator on a task force? We can trust her to guide us in our efforts to
reach our common goals, just as our groups and Districts can trust us to budget wisely.
Responsibility Hopeful AWSC member #2: You know, if we believe in abundance, then
we will have abundance. Part of my recovery has been learning to treat myself well,
and knowing that my Higher Power wants good things for me. We need to treat our
trusted servants well and show our appreciation for their service by providing a safe
location for Area meetings, comfortable meeting rooms, and sleeping rooms. Maybe
even some nice snacks! If service is fun and appreciated, maybe we’ll fill some of those
positions that have gone vacant lately.
Faith Hopeful AWSC Chair: I think we've come to see that when the groups and
Districts know how their money is spent and we are accountable and our purpose is
clear, that they understand and will support us. It's great to work together in unity!

Narrator (?):
Now...let's begin a conversation about how our Area might consider increasing our
Reserve Fund so we can dream even bigger.
 Thank members of the Task Force for all their hard work and all the great results.
 Open mic to discuss workshop findings and comments about presentation.
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